CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the basic idea related to the study. It presents background of the study, statement of the problem, research question, objectives of the study, significance of study, scope and limitation of the study, and definition of key terms.

A. Research Background

Acquiring a second language is a challenging process and needs a lot of efforts. For example, Indonesian learners face a lot of difficulties in English learning process specially to write an accurate spelling. The frequencies of errors are quite a lot, they feel difficult in writing accurate spelling that causes them make some type of errors such as linguistic errors, semantic, phonological and syntactic.\(^1\) It is proved that from 30 items, errors in structure are the highest frequency and 62.34% from 98 students made errors in writing area.\(^2\) Another research done by Hemabat\(\) indicated that spelling error problems committed by mother-tongue interference, misuse sentence fragment, oversuse, lack of grammatical knowledge also formation and developmental errors.\(^3\) Then, according to Corder, language error is a natural as the product of

\(^1\) Rakhmawati Ningsih. Error Analysis in the Students’ English Writing A Case Study with the Second Year Students of SLTPN 239 Tanjung Barat. (Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University Jakarta). 2004
learning process. In other word, error is allowed for language learners to indicate students’ learning progress.

Many students have experience problems with English language spelling. One of the common that often done by students’ written work is spelling errors. According to Ibrahim that one of the problem in learning language is spelling English words correctly. While Hyland stated that spelling which is considered as important component become the main challenge for most English beginner learners that causing misspelled word and incoherent sentence. Whereas, good spelling becomes one of the crucial thing for literacy so it makes writing much easier because the writer focus on the ideas to be conveyed, as Noah Webster stated that spelling are the foundation of reading and the greatest ornament of writing. So, the development of students’ spelling helps them to focus on the writing without being distracted by the fear of committing spelling error. Having good spelling make them easy and free to focus on the ideas they want to express without of being conscious of the mechanics of writing and the result of their writing will be free from excessive spelling errors. According to Smedly, spelling errors negatively affect the clarity of the written message, and consequently interferes with communication between the writer and the reader.

Based on research with online test conducted by EF (Education First) English Proficiency Index 2015 showed that Indonesia was
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at the rank of 32 out 70 countries. It means that Indonesian English ability is insufficient. Also, Indonesia occupied ranks 8 in Asia and Indonesia is in the middle level, as stated by Steve Croock as a Director of Educational Research and Development EF. The result of study showed that learners’ English writing Competence was encountered problems in many categories one of them is spelling.

According to University of Indonesia’s International law expert Hikmahanto Juwana warned that the growth of Indonesia’s English proficiency level progressing very slowly. So, there is hesitancy if Indonesian learners are not being trained to be fluent in English then it will be hard for them to compete with others coming from other countries. Moreover, according to Yusuf Muhyidin, the Culture and Education Ministry’s training and courses development director said that: “In our educational system, Indonesian teacher usually focus more on grammar that the practical use of language in conversation. Even after studying English from secondary to
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senior high school most of students could not speak English. Indonesian are studying grammar but not speaking and maybe that’s the weakness.”

It means that Indonesian learners have not master the international language yet in this case English. Whereas, students start having English lessons at Elementary school, Junior and Senior High Schools and Universities. The Primary School students study English for six years and the Junior High School students study English for three years. It means that every graduate of Junior High School has studied English for nine years.

According to Mahardika Hali, the Director of Center English First said that Indonesian English skills effect on the competitiveness in Asean Economic Community in which Indonesia is one of the country of MEA that equipped in term of language aspect.\textsuperscript{15} Indonesia has human resources who have the opportunity and challenge to compete and survive in MEA era.\textsuperscript{16} Human resources be the main key in winning the global competition. Each individual is required to have good skills in English to control communication on the free market MEA.\textsuperscript{17} This condition causes the urgency of the English language skills. But, the problem is that the ability of Indonesian students’ writing is still low even though they are in university level. It is based on UNESCO survey that public interest in writing is only 0,001 percent, that mean in a thousand students there is only one that has


interesting in writing.\textsuperscript{18} One of the field that took attention is writing spelling errors.

Regarding writing is one of the skills that has big role, Philips and Jogensen stated that using appropriate grammatikal and spelling pattern choices and sentence structures will create a meaningful written work for readers.\textsuperscript{19} It is essentially that writing can be apprehended by the readers. According to Alkire, writing spelling is the process of writing words by using the letters conventionally to create the structure.\textsuperscript{20} The problems especially came across from developing practical language skills such as appropriate word spelling in English with various social contexts in an original meaning. Moreover, Lee stated that the problems of using practical language are getting worse because English learners are likely to focus mainly on learning grammar without referring to spelling and dictation in an appropriate manner.\textsuperscript{21}

Spelling is a language sub-skill under writing.\textsuperscript{22} It is such an essential skill of writing that has to be mastered by all learners and users of English language for the purpose of good communication in the written form of the language. Moreover, good writers must realize of their spelling in order to avoid error communication or misspelling. According to Kuiper and Allan, English language spelling seems clearly in theory but actually to be a little more

\textsuperscript{22} Esther M. Dada,” Spelling Errors: Causes, Influence on Students’ performance in English language Essay Writing and Strategies for Correcting them”, Case Studies Journal ISSN (2305-509X). vol. 4(8), 2015. P.66
complex in practice. They stated that many people find difficulty in spelling because English language spelling does not always directly reflect the sounds of word.

From those problems, spelling error is one of the serious problems in writing producing by learners in second language acquisition. According to Botley, Hakim and Dillah, spelling error highly extended and contentious features of second language learners’ written performance. Spelling error usually occurs because the students cannot distinguish between letters and sound of the word when they write.

There were some previous studies that similar to this study. The first previous study was about The Academic Writing Performance and Spelling Errors of English as Foreign Language Students. The second was a thesis, The Academic Writing Performance and Spelling Errors of English as Foreign Language Students at Tabuk University: A Case of the Introductory Year Students 2015. The third was, English Spelling Problems among Students at the University of Dongola, Sudan. Another previous research was Error Analysis in the Students Writing Narrative Paragraph at MTsN Pajajaran Pamulang. So, the researcher was going to discuss deeply about Analysis of Students’ English Spelling Error
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in writing of Recount text Performed by Eighth Grade Students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo.

Moreover, the different objectives from previous research was that, there are a lot of errors that have found in University, the researcher wanted to find out the spelling error in high school whether in this level spelling error would be found or not, considering junior high school was the beginner level to learn English academically. In addition, writing spelling in the English writing competence of the students of Indonesian Junior High School was chosen as the topic in this research since it has not got a maximum portion in leaning activity where the research held.

The researcher chose Recount text based on the syllabus of KTSP Curriculum in which the standard competition in the second semester of eight-grade showed that students would be focused on monolog text that was recount. So, based on that curriculum demanded, recount text became one of the learning focuses in the eighth-grade students in Junior High School.

In this research, the researcher gave specification to subject of research that took problem from students of Islamic Junior High School (MTs) as matter of fact based on the competency and basic competence of school based curriculum. There are three purpose of English in Junior High School one of them said that developing students’ competence to communicate in oral and written form to achieve the level of functional literacy. In other word, students will be able to write some text in English correctly with correct spelling and good punctuation. But, in fact in High School especially in junior high school students and teachers are focus on the national examination. According to Prof. Dr. Patuan Raja, M. Pd. Who is a professor in English Education Department of Lampung University, National exam (UN) mandated by the UU No.20/2003 on the National Education System article 58 (2) also

contributed to the failure of English language teaching. By the holding of National exam, teachers become more focus on students’ ability to face problems of reading comprehension, as the result the teachers turn aside the students’ writing and speaking ability. So, that’s why many students often make spelling error in their writing.

In general, there are two difference patterns in teaching English in Indonesia, firstly learning English to make students able to do certain test such as in Ganesha Operation (GO) and Primagama. Secondly, learning pattern make students able to communicate in English such as in English First (EF). Moreover, in a tutoring agency, teachers focus on the problem faced in National exam (UN) and National Selection of State University (SNMPTN) by focusing on grammar and reading comprehension while English language course such as EF, learning objectives are generally designed to make students able to speak thus, the use of Indonesian in the classroom as much as possible to be avoided. Based on the statement above, most students in Junior High Schools become passive learner in the class because they just focus on UN material than writing or speaking ability.

The researcher chose MTs Darul Ulum Waru because this school has several programs including extracurricular which focus on students’ English comprehension such as English Club and also there are two class programs that is intensive class program and regular class program. In the intensive class program students are demanded to learn English more than the regular class because there will be study excursion in Gontor boarding school in which that place emphasize on the bilingual, English and Arabic. Moreover, the intensive class program has mission to develop students’ English skill, one of them is spelling and writing. It is different with other school because other school just have English subject only in regular class. Based on those reasons, the researcher had an opinion that English skill especially spelling learned more intensively. In other reasons, the seventh-grade and eighth-grade students sometimes joined spelling bee competition in some
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competition held by some university. Finally, this study focused on an analysis of students’ English spelling error in writing of Recount text performed by eighth grade students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo.

B. Research Question
Based on the background above, the research questions were formulated as the following:
1. What are the type of spelling errors found in students’ eighth grade writing of recount text in MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo?
2. Which are the spelling error that most frequently occur in students’ eight grade writing of recount text in MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo?
3. What are the possible factors that caused spelling error in eighth grade students writing recount text in MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo?

C. Research Objective
Based on the problems above, this study was intended:
1. To find types of spelling error in the students’ writing of recount text in eighth grade students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo. After finding all the types of spelling error, the researcher expected that the spelling error can be decreased on early so that the students can improve their writing.
2. To analyze the most frequently spelling error, occur in students’ writing of recount text in eighth grade students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo.
3. To find out the possible factors that contribute to the eighth-grade students’ spelling error in writing recount text.

D. Significance of the Study
Researcher hopes that the result of this study will be useful for all readers especially for:
1. Theoretically
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This study provides an explanation of an analysis of students’ English spelling error in the written of recount text performed by eighth grade students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo.

a. For English teacher: The researcher expected that the result of the study is able to give information for teacher to avoid spelling error and to find the solution to this problem. Also, it is expected to the teacher to be more aware about the importance of spelling on students writing ability. Therefore, the teacher may consider the method or strategy in teaching that help students to deal with spelling proficiency.

b. For students: The result regarding on spelling error on students’ writing ability is able to be useful for students to know the importance of understanding the categories and factors of spelling error. Therefore, this research can also give the students understanding about spelling in written form. Besides, this research can increase the students’ awareness about the importance of spelling in writing activity so that they may improve their spelling ability.

c. For the future researcher: This research is also hoped will be useful as a literature review for any further research which focuses on the similar topic with this research.

E. Scope and Limitation of the Study

This research gave scope and limitation on the target of research to make the more significant research. In writing, there are several categories of error such as grammar (preposition, articles, and adjective), syntactic error (coordination and structure), lexical error, semantic, and substance/mechanics (punctuation, capitalization, spelling). In this research, the researcher focused on substance/mechanics especially on spelling. The researcher focused on the spelling errors in students’ writing. In addition, there were many kinds of students’ writing that have been taught in the eighth grade such as recount text. The researcher chose recount text based on the curriculum that state students will be focused on the Recount text. The researcher did not differentiate whether the spelling errors done by the students belong to the category of errors...
or mistakes. In some cases of this research, the term errors and mistakes were used interchangeably. The researcher focused in finding out the types of spelling errors and the most frequently of spelling errors also the factor cause the spelling errors in writing done by the students of MTs Darul Ulum Waru Sidoarjo.

F. **Definition of Key Terms**

To avoid misinterpretation, the term of this study are defined as follows:

a. **Analysis**

   Analysis is the process of breaking a complex topic or substance into smaller parts in order to gain a better understanding of it.\(^3^4\) In this research, analysis is finding out to know the error of students’ writing of recount text especially students’ English spelling error in the writing of recount text.

b. **Spelling error**

   Al-Jarf states that spelling error is any faulty words, faulty graphemes (single vowel, single consonant, vowel digraphs, consonant digraph, phonogram, suffix or prefix) within a word are counted as an error.\(^3^5\) In this research, spelling error is an error made by students in the area of constructing words in writing recount text.

c. **Recount text**

   Recount text is one of text types that retells past events. According to Anderson, a recount is a piece of text that retells past events, usually in order in which they happened.\(^3^6\) In this research, one kind of texts that is learned by Junior High School students at the eighth-grade is recount text.


\(^{36}\) Mark Anderson and Katy Anderson, Text Types in English 2, (South Yarra: Macmillan. 1997), p.48